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Disclaimers



“Today Apple is going to reinvent the 
phone ... We want to make a leapfrog 
product that is way smarter than any 
mobile device has ever been.”

Steve JOBS, JUNE 2007



Apple has finally signaled that it is ready to fully embrace the transition to becoming a services 
company. In its recent September launch event, the company effectively cut prices on its iPhones. At 
first blush, many viewed this as a negative (“no more pricing power?”). We view it differently. We see it 
as the start of a new paradigm for Apple: a shift in strategic thinking to becoming a services business.



In a world of finite humans, there is a ceiling to how many smartphones can be sold each year. Apple 
has approached that ceiling in most developed markets. Many investors now ask: how can a 
trillion-dollar smartphone company grow its intrinsic value much further if it has saturated its 
addressable market? We believe the answer is not the smartphone, but rather the services it enables. 



More phones sold, no matter their price point, means more ways that people can use their phone to 
spend money  (“Services”). Services is where the best economics reside. With that profit opportunity 
now squarely in Apple’s focus, we believe the stock has tremendous long-term potential from here.

It’s All About The Services, Stupid
O p e r a t i o n a l  f a c t s

V a l u a t i o n

’20E P/E

5-yr ROIC

Price Target

Market Cap

HQ

Core products

Industry

17.5x

22.5%

$280 (+26%)

$1.0 trillion

Hardware

Cupertino, CA

CEO Tim Cook

iPhone, Apple Watch, Mac, 
AirPods, Apple TV

How this co. makes money

It sells consumer electonic 
devices, software, and other 
services (e.g., App Store).


Elevator Summary

Everyone knows Apple. It is the world’s largest business by 
market cap (or second to Microsoft, depending on the day). And 
it deserves it: Apple has built the iPhone, a product used by 
nearly one billion people and arguably one of the most important 
consumer products in the last several centuries. 



While Apple has many products, the iPhone has been the crown 
jewel. It is the majority of the company’s profit. Hence, it’s no 
surprise that armies of Wall Street analysts are trying to predict 
the number of iPhones sold next quarter. 



We think they are missing the forest for the trees.



Apple is at an inflection point. It is no longer a hardware company 
selling a commodity-based product. It is a consumer product 
company selling a brand. And it’s poised to now become a 
full-fledged subscription services company.  



Chapter 2 for Apple is just beginning. 

Deep Dive Series Apple Inc. (Ticker: AAPL)

iPhone as a Service



What does Apple do?

Apple has five product segments:

 - iPhone (e.g., iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11, iPhone XR, iPhone 8, etc.)

 - iPad (e.g., iPad Pro, iPad Air, Apple Pencil, etc.)

 - Mac (e.g., MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, etc.)

 - Services (e.g., App Store, iCloud, AppleCare, Apple Pay, licensing, and other services)

 - Other Products (e.g., AirPods, Apple TV, Apple Watch, HomePod, and other products).

At its core, Apple is a software-differentiated hardware company. A significant portion of its sales, 
earnings, and intrinsic value stem from device sales, but it’s the ecosystem they’ve created that drives 
the switching costs, network effects, and brand value that separate Apple from other device makers.


We believe the market is underappreciating Apple’s transition from a cyclical hardware company to a 
multi-faceted subscription services ecosystem (or as we call it, “everything as a service”).

Apple is a high-quality consumer brand which drives sticky, predictable product revenue.


The transition to “everything-as-a-service” will expand Apple’s wallet share wiith consumers.


The company’s unit economics are phenomenal and will improve as its Services biz grows.


CEO Tim Cook’s new strategic thinking could precede long-needed organizational change.


Market is undervaluing a great business with a great brand as more of a hardware company.
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#1 Apple is a high-quality consumer brand which drives sticky, predictable revenue.


What began as a PC maker in the 1970s has evolved and grown into a consumer device, software, and 
services ecosystem within which there is always one common thread: the iconic Apple brand.



The Apple logo and brand represent decades of detailed product design and engineering efforts, tens 
of billions of dollars of capital investment, and an unrelenting obsession with perfection. Consumers 
know it. And they frequently pay up for it, even when the internal engineering components of an 
Apple device are somewhat inferior compared to, say, a particular Android device.



Some tech geeks may call that irrational consumer behavior. We call it the power of a consumer brand. 
Perceived value matters just as much as functional value.



One favorite example of ours that explains the power of the Apple brand is the Apple Store concept. 
What originally started as a simple retail distribution strategy for Apple has evolved into an interactive, 
experiential channel that is mission-critical to keeping the brand top of mind for consumers.














Unlike your average electronics store (hello, Circuit City -- or should we say, goodbye), the company’s 
~500 Apple Stores aren’t just lifeless boxes where you pick up a new pair of headphones. They’re 
places to discover and experience new products and services, often just because Apple makes them.



These stores are staffed by more than 70,000 team members (including the “Geniuses” who do truly 
know the Apple products inside and out) and welcome over 500 million visitors per year (!).



In a nutshell, Apple’s brand allows the company to predictably sell huge volumes of its hardware to 
new and existing customers over time, even if they are functionally inferior in certain respects. The 
brand that is stamped on each device allows Apple to not only sell them for higher prices than 
competitors but also cross-sell software and other services. This is the power of a brand.





Apple’s Fifth Avenue “Cube” store, which reopened on September 20th in Manhattan.



#2 The transition to “everything-as-a-service” will expand Apple’s market materially.

Historically, Apple has been a hardware company led by the iPhone. We think the hardware business is 
actually quite a good business, producing most of Apple’s revenue and cash flow while being the “ticket” 
into the iOS ecosystem.



While it has over 1 billion active devices around the world, there are only so many people in the world. 
“Saturation” is the key challenge for Apple’s hardware business. How can Apple’s stock work if it’s core 
hardware business slows?



Enter the Services business. Each of those 1 billion devices is a miniature retail store that allows Apple to 
earn revenue from apps, subscription services (e.g., Apple Music, Apple TV), and other add-ons (e.g., Apple 
Care). We believe they’re the beginning of what will eventually become “iPhone-as-a-service.”

Beyond the iPhone: Apple’s Services strategy

Demo of “Frogger in Toy Town,” a reimagined game available only on Apple Arcade.


There are a few maxims when it comes to 
hardware and software companies.



Hardware companies should focus on 
maximizing their differentiation because 
their products have a “marginal cost.”



Why? It costs money to produce every single 
widget. A company can only charge more than 
its marginal cost (and turn a profit) if it’s 
adding positive value beyond the cost of the 
metal/plastic that the widget is made of.

In a world with many lookalike smartphone manufacturers, a single standout product feature can 
make the difference between being #1 globally (Apple) and going bankrupt (Blackberry).



Historically, Apple stood out by adding more (and better) features to make the iPhone stand out vs. an 
Android phone. Obviously the App Store and other services played a key role in its growth, but 
differentiation, plus the Apple brand, allowed Apple to reap excess profits across 1+ billion iPhones.



Software (or services) companies, in contrast, should focus on maximizing their addressable 
market because their services have effectively zero marginal cost. 



It costs Apple nothing to sell you a paid app on the App Store (where it has monopolistic control and 
takes a 30% cut). Hence it can offer a “me too” service like Apple TV+ (a bit like Netflix, Hulu, etc.) and 
still thrive profitably. This is where we believe Apple is heading strategically.



Apple now sees itself as a Services company, which means focusing on maximizing its addressable 
market. That’s why it is now pivoting toward making a cheaper iPhone that more people can afford. 
More phones sold, no matter their price point, means more retail stores in the pockets of the world.

“Apple is a commodity hardware 
manufacturer that will see its profit margins 
erode. It has reached saturation with its core 
product: the iPhone. Slower sales and falling 
margins...it could get ugly.”


“Apple is a consumer brand which is the reason it 
has achieved high profit margins to begin with. Its 
iPhone margins may compress as it reduces prices 
to expand its addressable market in places like 
India, but Services should offset that given juicy 
software margins.

“While its Services business (e.g., AppleCare, 
Apple TV+) may be fast-growing and 
high-margin, it’s tiny compared to the iPhone. 
And fewer iPhones sold means fewer 
upgrades to iPhone-driven Services...”


“What Services may lack in size compared to 
the iPhone today, it more than makes up for 
in its recurring nature and stickiness. Giving 
up short-term product revenue for long-term 
subscription revenue is a smart trade off.”


What the skeptics are saying What the bulls are saying

Apple TV+ will launch with nine confirmed titles, including a drama 
starring Reese Witherspoon and Jennifer Aniston.

This idea of giving up short-term revenue on its 
products (hardware) in exchange for long-term 
subscription revenue (services) is not a zero-sum 
trade-off because Apple is bundling them together.



To understand this tangibly, let’s take a look at two of 
Apple’s bigger Services announcements lately: Apple 
Arcade and Apple TV+.



Apple Arcade gives a family access to a collection of 
games for only $4.99/month. Apple TV+ will feature its 
growing list of original TV shows and movies from 
movie stars like Steve Carrell and Jennifer Aniston.

Both Apple Arcade and Apple TV+ are content-based services with high upfront fixed costs (e.g., costs 
to make the video games and produce the TV shows) but low marginal costs. Once Apple covers the 
upfront costs, every incremental subscription is pure profit. So pure that Apple is willing to give those 
services away for free (for a limited time) to incentivize consumers to enter the Apple ecosystem.



The bet Apple is making is: come for the device, stay for the services.



Naturally, we predict Apple will soon offer an “iPhone as a service.” Right now it’s bundling Apple TV+ 
with a product purchase, but what if it started including products with paid subscriptions?




You can now get a new iPhone 11 and Apple TV+ for $17/month. You can also subscribe to AppleCare+ on 
its own (e.g., unbundled from an Apple device) on a monthly basis and cancel anytime. Would you pay 
$100 per month for an “everything Apple” subscription? iPhone, Apple TV+, Apple Music, AppleCare+, 
and more. We think many would.


Subscription services - particularly software-based services - have inherently high profit margin profiles. 
It’s the classic idea of “build it once, sell it many times.” This is the core thesis behind why we believe 
Apple’s overall gross profit margin will improve materially in the coming years.



As its booming Services revenue increases as a slice of the Apple pie (no pun intended), Apple will 
see a positive “mix shift” toward those high-margin services. Think: App Store, iCloud, AppleCare, 
etc.



Before analyzing what this mix shift could mean for Apple’s profit margins and earnings, let’s take a look 
at Apple’s existing unit economics.

#3 Unit economics are phenomenal and will improve as the Services business grows.


Apple is increasingly emphasizing the per-month cost of its hardware, potentially alluding to 
“iPhone as a service” down the road.



As we consistently state here at TItan, stock returns tend to track the company’s underlying return 

on invested capital (ROIC) in the long run. Apple has been no exception.



What’s most interesting about Apple’s unit economics, in our view, is their resilience in spite of the 

hardware business’ extreme cyclicality. For example, look at the revenue and earnings growth 

differences from 2015 to 2018. Revenue and earnings grew as high as +28%/+43% and fell as much 

as -8%/-10%. It was a roller coaster set of years driven by a massive iPhone upgrade cycle in 2015, 

followed by a relative lack of upgrades the following year, followed by a blowout 2018 led by the 

iPhone X. Yet throughout all of it, Apple’s fundamental business return -- its ROIC -- was remarkably 

stable at ~23%.



In short, Apple has wonderfully profitable and stable unit economics. But that’s in the past: what 

will the future hold? We believe the mix shift from hardware to services will improve Apple’s margin 

profile. Apple gave us the first glimpse at its Services profitability in early 2019. Services reported a 

63% gross profit margin, which implies that the Hardware business (e.g., iPhone, iPad, Mac) does 

only 34% margins.



We believe Apple can actually expand its gross profit margin from ~38% today to 40%+. Services 

should become a bigger part of Apple’s business (only 14% of revenue today), and the services 

themselves should scale their fixed unit costs to grow their margins (from 63% to something closer 

to 70%+).



Most Wall Street analysts expect margins to fall as Apple cuts iPhone prices. We think the opposite 

- they underestimate how much Apple is “underearning” today vs. its potential Services margins.

Stock returns 

track ROIC



“A core part of what makes Apple Apple is its organization structure; Tim Cook has said it will never 
change. However, if Apple is serious about being a services company, change it must.” - Ben Thompson




It should be clear now that Apple’s focus is on fully embracing the transition to becoming a Services company. 
Yet organizationally, it is still not set up to succeed as such.



Apple employs what is known as a “unitary organizational form” (U-form), more commonly referred to as a 
“functional organization.” This means it is organized around expertise, not products. For example, design is 
under one group (Jony Ive, until recently), product marketing is another (Phil Schiller), and so on.



Notice that we didn’t mention the words iPhone, iPad, or Mac anywhere in that org structure. That’s because 
Apple is not organized that way. There is no “CFO of Apple Watch” (although we’d argue there should be). 
Instead, each functional leader has a say in every product. As a result, the org looks a bit like the below.

















Here are a few reasons why we believe this functional org structure is a problem for Apple’s Service biz:



1) Apple’s design ethos has always emphasized perfection and integration. That has worked spectactularly 
well for its device business, but when applied to Services, it results it too many services being over-built and 
over-committed to, putting Apple years behind the competition.



2) Services releases are tied to hardware releases, which means they are not iterative and flexible.



3) Apple’s legacy in world-class hardware makes it often lean towards secrecy in its product development. 
When applied to Services, this means its teams end up building new services from scratch unnecessarily.



Who has accountability for the service if it fails? The Head of Marketing or the Head of Engineering?

#4 CEO Tim Cook’s new strategic thinking could precede critical organizational change.


Image Source:  Stratechery.com



Organizational Crossroads: Will Apple Restructure Itself?

We just took a number of shots at Apple’s organizational structure. You may be asking: is that not a reason 
to be bearish on the thesis that Apple is now a Services company?



We thought so at first. It wasn’t until the annual Apple Special Event a few weeks ago that our conviction in 
CEO Tim Cook’s strategic priorities increased meaningfully. Apple isn’t quite yet there, but we believe an 
organizational shift toward a divisional organization (vs. a functional one) could be on the horizon.



First, take a look at how Tim Cook thought about the Apple org structure back in 2012:




“They’re not things where we run separate [profits and losses] on, because we don’t do that — we 
don’t believe in that. We manage the company at the top and just have one [profit and loss] and don’t 
worry about the iCloud team making money and the Siri team making money. We want to have a 
great customer experience, and we think measuring all these things at that level would never achieve 
such a thing…



Apple is this unique company, unique culture that you can’t replicate. And I’m not going to witness or 
permit the slow undoing of it, because I believe in it so deeply. Steve grilled in all of us, over many 
years, that the company should revolve around great products, and that we should stay extremely 
focused on few things. Rather than try to do so many that we did nothing well.”




Apple’s Services business was tiny in 2012 compared to the iPhone, and even the bigger services (like the 
App Store) were largely dependent on the iPhone. It made sense for the org structure to be unitary.



Alas, times have changed. Tim Cook’s willingness to cut the price of the mid-tier iPhone this year could be 
the first sign that he’s not going to simply straddle the fence between devices and services forever.



Could Apple soon look more like the below? We hope so.























Image Source:  Stratechery.com



#5 Market is undervaluing a great business and brand as more of a hardware company.

Note: this should not be considered investment advice. Please see full disclosures.

At $222 per share, Apple is valued at roughly 17.5x times its next year’s earnings (P/E). This is in-line 
with the S&P 500, also trading at 17.5x today. Apple is trading at the same price as an average company 
in the market. For all the reasons we mentioned, we think Apple warrants a much higher valuation. But 
let’s highlight two of the key drivers. 



It should be valued more like 1) a high-quality consumer brand with 2) a subscription-based, recurring 
revenue model over time. Imagine a brand like Lululemon or Nike, but with a revenue structure 
shifting to be like Spotify Premium. Bingo. We combine these two types of business model valuations 
to arrive at our view of fair value for AAPL stock.



1) First, consumer brands.  As mentioned earlier, a consumer brand is a rare thing when executed 
properly. It allows a company to potentially have pricing power over competitors, reaping more 
incremental gross margin; it enables a company to build a brand moat to thwart off new competitors.  
Apple’s iPhone is Exhibit A here. Apple should be able grow its installed base of iPhone users, and 
continue to monetize them accretively. 



2) Second, subscription-based revenues. The old Apple made most of its revenues from idiosyncratic 
iPhone sales. The new Apple will be tracking towards a constant monthly payment from its users. This 
warrants a higher valuation, as investors should be willing to pay more for predictability. But not only 
that, as Apple takes more wallet share of its users’ digital spend (think: Apple Card), Apple should grow 
its earnings meaningfully.



So adding them up, we believe Apple’s intrinsic value could be ~$280 per share, or +26% upside, within 
two years. We calculate $280 by taking the 17.5x P/E valuation today multiplied by our estimates for 
$16 earnings per share by 2022. In other words, we assume no “multiple expansion” for the stock.



That’s a 12% IRR over two years. Not impressed? We think that’s extremely conservative. When you 
strip out the $100B+ cash pile Apple is sitting on, it implies a valuation of only ~14x P/E “ex-cash.”



“Wait. The average S&P company also trades at 17.5x. Didn’t you just list reasons why this should be 
higher for Apple?” Yep. But note: Apple’s historical valuations are lower, so assuming those two effects 
cancel each other out seems conservative (overall stock valuations should track back down toward 
historical market averages; but Apple’s should go up on a relative basis).



“Ok. So it looks like the entire 26% of your stock forecast is largely based on Apple’s business growing 
profits?” Correct. Even with iPhone prices falling, Apple should be able to capture more wallet share 
per user as it expands its services.



As an investor, it’s key to understand why the above might not happen. That brings us to Risks.



Risks

Although the stock has rallied this year, there’s still a fair bit of skepticism on Apple; particularly around 

the Services narrative. Here’s what skeptics might say after reading our analysis.


Big bet on shift to 

services

Apple’s shift to services has been a narrative many investors have seen 

coming. It’s nothing revelatory. In fact, the major chess move to signal its 

progression just now was the fact that Apple had to lower the price of its 

iPhone. This is the opposite of pricing power. 



So as an investor, you’re really making a bet that this usually-very-scary 

business move (lowering price) will be worth the upside of capturing more 

spend per user on the actual iPhone.

The most formidable 

competitor other than 

Amazon = Google. 


Organizational 

changes will have 

friction


Apple does have competition...from one of the most formidable competitors 

on the planet: Google. Google’s Android operating system has 85% global 

market share. Apple happens to be winning in the US, but Google dominates 

elsewhere. Google also in many respects has a better performing phone 

(battery life, etc.) at a much cheaper price.  



Note though: Apple’s strategy was always to start in the premium part of the 

market, with a higher-priced offering. By lowering the price of its phone, 

Apple should be able to expand its market share with consumers where 

Google otherwise would have won. Nevertheless, Google could respond 

similarly and lower its price... price war?

Shifting from hardware-focused to service-focused could create a lot of 

friction within Apple that’s not to be discounted. It would likely require a 

material shift in reporting structures and divisional alignments, which could 

impact short-term employee productivity. An investor shouldn’t take this risk 

lightly. The only real moat Apple has over time is the productivity and 

creativity of its employee base. 




